
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

BILLIARDS $1,000 MONEY 
 

Conditions of Play 

1. The Championship will be conducted under Australian Billiards and Snooker 

Council Playing Conditions, and all matters pertaining to the Members’ 

Protection Policy and the Players' Code of Conduct must be adhered to. 

2. Entrants must be a financial member of an affiliated State/Territory 

Association of the Australian Billiards and Snooker Council and must be an 

Australian Citizen.  

3. Entries will only be accepted on this official entry form and must include the 

entry fee.  A completed entry form and entry fee will be required before any 

player is permitted to compete. 

4. Format of the tournament is a ROUND ROBIN draw, the top 2 players from 

each group (at a minimum) will qualify for the knockout stage. The draw will 

be at the discretion of the organizing committee and no debate will be 
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entered into. The length of round-robin matches will depend on entry 

numbers and available tables. 

5. Championship Dress Code is required: Predominately plain coloured shirts 

with sleeves below the elbow, dark trousers or dark skirts, no shorter than 

kneecap must be worn for all matches, waistcoats to be worn for Knock-Out 

stages onwards. Dark coloured ladies’ dress shoes shall be worn to all 

sessions and may be open or closed toe. No sports style shoes, sandals, or 

boots will be allowed. Failure to comply with these conditions will result in 

forfeiture of the game. The Tournament Director may vary this dress code in 

extreme circumstances. 

6. NOTE: Players may be required to referee their own Round Robin games, 

with roving referees on-hand to assist. Referees will be provided for knockout 

games only.  

7. All players are to be ready to play at least 5 minutes before the scheduled 

start of their match. The following rules apply to a player or players not 

ready to commence their match on time. 

8. The clock will be started on time, even if one or both players are not present. 

After 5 minutes, if one player is not present the opponent will be awarded 50 

points. After 10 minutes the match will be awarded with a score of 150 to 0. 

If neither player is present both players will be recorded as having lost 0 to 

150. (The Tournament Director has absolute discretion to grant some leeway 

to this rule in exceptional circumstances completely beyond a player’s 

control). If a player gives two walkovers the player will be removed from the 

draw and all their matches will be null and void. 

9. Tied matches: for Round Robin matches where the score is level when the 

timer sounds – each player will be allowed one visit, starting in the "re-spot" 

position, with 3 minutes allotted on the clock. Players will toss to see who 

goes first. The highest break wins. If the result is again tied, the players will 

string for the match. For knock-out matches players will re-start with 15 

minutes on the clock; if again tied the aforementioned procedure will be 

followed. 

10. Seeding into knock-out stage from the round robin will be calculated based on 

the following: firstly (a) group position, secondly (b) matches won (or, in the 

case of an uneven draw least losses), finally (c) average points differential. 

The normal process from seeding into the knockout stage will apply. 

11. This entry form constitutes part of the conditions of entry. Changes may be 

made at the discretion of the Tournament Director 

12. Players may be subjected to drug testing in accordance with the ABSC Drugs 

in Sport Policy.  

13. INDEMNITY: All participants enter this competition at their own risk. None 

of the ABSC, BSASA, SnookerSA, sponsors, or organisers shall be liable for 

any loss, injury or misadventure however arising. 

14. A player who gives a walkover in a knock-out match, without prior approval 

of exceptional circumstances by the Tournament Director, will forfeit their 

right to any prize monies. 

 



Closing Date: 3rd  August 2019 

Entry Fee: 

Billiards free to entrants of the Snooker Championships 

otherwise $40 (played on 8th August) 

Bank: Westpac: A/C Name: H Cue Pty Ltd 

BSB: 035 034 A/C #: 402 411 

Reference:  AWNC  +  Name of Registrant 
 

BILLIARDS PRIZE MONEY:- 

Winner  $400 

Runner up $200 

Semi-finalists $100 

Quarter finalists $50 

Highest break $50 

 

2019 AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL WOMEN’S BILLIARDS 

CHAMPIONSHIP ENTRY FORM 

 

Name:____________________________________________________________________________  

 

Mobile: _________________________________________ 

 

Email address: ____________________________________________  

 

I confirm I am a current financial member of the following Association: ………………… 

 

I have read and understand the above, and I am conversant with the ABSC Players’ Code of Conduct 

and dress code. I agree to abide by any decision of the Tournament Director in relation to this 

tournament.  

 

 

Signed: ………………………………. Dated: ………………………………. 

 

Submit Entries to:  

 

The Tournament Director   

Email: info@snookersa.com.au 
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